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Foreword 

This report is the published product of the British Geological Survey (BGS) and describes 

observations made during a site visit carried out on 27
th

 April 2016, for the BGS’s Landslide 

Response Team, of a landslide at East Cliff, Bournemouth, Dorset, UK, which occurred on 24
th

 

April, 2016. A brief description of the geology is also included. Photos were taken by Mr. 

Hobbs. 
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1 Introduction 

Peter Hobbs of the BGS’s Engineering Geology programme visited the site on Wed 27
th

 April 

2016 as part of the BGS’s Landslide Response Team. The purpose of the visit was to make 

observations regarding the landslide (Figure 1) and its causes, and to liaise with local authority in 

order to provide potentially useful information to aid safety measures and future remediation. 

The observations will also be added to the BGS’s ‘National Landslide Database’. 

It is understood that the landslide occurred on Sun 24
th

 April at approximately 05.00 hrs on a 

section of East Cliff (Figure 2) where it is approximately 35 m high with an overall angle 

(unslipped) of about 36
o
. On the previous day, cracks adjacent to the lift structure were reported 

and the Bournemouth B.C. cordoned off the area, both at the cliff top (including a section of East 

Overcliff Drive) and on Undercliff Drive at the foot of the cliff. During the visit it was not 

possible to access the landslide itself or its immediate environs due to the cordon. During the 

visit a TV interview was made on the seafront with BBC South’s Steve Humphrey. During the 

visit a survey team from Channel Coastal Observatory (CCO) were carrying out a terrestrial laser 

scan of the landslide. It is understood that an earlier, routine laser scan survey had recently been 

carried out and that these would therefore provide an ideal ‘before & after’ dataset. A 

rendezvous was made with Luke Watkins of Bournemouth B.C. who described the events that 

had occurred since 23
rd

 April. Notification of Mr. Hobbs’s visit had also been given to David 

Harlow (Bournemouth B.C.). 

2 Geology 

The bedrock geology forming the cliff consists of a sequence of generally ‘very weak’ 

sandstones and mudstones from the Mid-Eocene, belonging to the Boscombe Sand Formation 

(Barton Group, Late Lutetian) and the underlying Branksome Sand Formation (Bracklesham 

Group, Mid to Late Lutetian)(Figure 3) which forms the main part of the cliff. These are both mid-

Eocene in age. The dominant lithology overall appears to be yellow and white sand with minor 

light to dark grey clay but elsewhere the clay is dominant and the sand a minor component.  Silt 

appears to occur throughout as a significant constituent. A typical disposition of lithologies is 

laminar and thinly bedded with some indications of cross-bedding. The sedimentary cycles are 

upward fining. The superficial deposits overlying the bedrock in the immediate area consist of 

River Terrace Deposits and Blown Sand. These appear to be 2 – 3 m thick in the vicinity, but this 

could not be confirmed directly. 
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Figure 1 General view of landslide NOTE: East Cliff lift (funicular) on far left, café on left and destroyed toilet on 

right, Undercliff Drive in foreground 

 

 

Figure 2 Topographic Map showing location of landslide (red circle) 
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Figure 3 Geology Map showing Boscombe Sand Formation (BOSS) and Branksome Sand Formation (BRKS) 

 

3 Observations 

Mr. Hobbs’s observations on site are summarised below: 

 What appeared to be clean water was seen emerging from the destroyed toilet block onto 

the road. This is assumed to emanate from a fractured water supply pipe within the toilet 

block (Figure 4). No water was observed to be emerging from the landslide itself, though 

access onto the landslide was not possible and hence the presence or otherwise of water 

within the landslide could not be confirmed. 

 Little revetment masonry from the flanks of the East Cliff lift (constructed 1908) was 

evident in the slip mass, though the eastern flank had clearly dropped several metres with 

the landslide leaving the concrete wall exposed. It is therefore possible that the slip mass 

has overridden the bulk of the masonry on the central and lower parts of the slope. 

 The slip mass has split either side of the café block (which has remained intact) forming 

two masses of material; the larger of the two being the eastern. The slip masses contain 

several large boulders up to 2 x 1 x 1 m size (approx.) (Figure 6). The eastern mass has 

progressed farther downslope than the western due to the destruction of the toilet block. 

The slip mass as a whole appears potentially unstable and further movements are 

considered to be likely. 

 The lower part of the lift track has been overridden by the slip mass and the eastern of the 

2 cable-vehicles has been impacted, though they both remain in place (Figure 7). The 

western end of the upper part of the landslide has been curtailed by the concrete wall 

running along the trackside, thus effectively forming a western sidescarp to the landslide. 

 The mechanism of the landslide is possibly one of partial rotation, and possibly 

translation with debris flow in the central and lower parts. A steep backscarp remains 

(Figure 5). A small secondary slip mass is seen at the upper eastern side of the main slip 

mass. 

 The laminated and thinly-bedded rocks of the Branksome Sand Formation (Figure 8) are 

susceptible (in water) to slaking and possibly a tendency towards liquefaction resulting in 
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total breakdown of the fabric. This is facilitated by the lack of cementation within the 

sand / silt component and possibly by swell/shrink action (on wetting) within the clay 

component. This gives the Branksome Sand a rating of ‘unstable’ in the ‘rock material 

stability in water’ classification (BS EN ISO 14689-1). The particle size chart (Figure 9) 

shows the dominance of very fine silt and coarse sand with a significant clay content 

(Sand = 23.3%; Silt = 44.5%; Clay = 32.2%). 

 The intimate juxtaposition of sand and clay, characteristic of the Branksome Sand 

Formation, allows rapid movement of water through the rock mass and exposure of the 

clay component to water and hence swell/shrink deformations and cracking. The 

development of a landslide shear plane within the Branksome Sand Formation is thus 

facilitated which has migrated upward to the cliff-top forming a continuous surface. 

 It is understood that a small landslide occurred at the location of the toilet block in 2008 

which actually destroyed the previous block; its replacement now having been destroyed. 

 

 

Figure 4 Toe of eastern slip mass and remains of toilet block NOTE: water emanating from burst pipe (?) 
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Figure 5 View of back-scarp and severed pathway looking east 

 

 

Figure 6 Detail of slip mass above toilet block 
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Figure 7 East Cliff lift NOTE: Displacement of revetment and lift car on east (right) side 

 

 

Figure 8 Example of Branksome Sand Formation bedding. Specimen taken from landslide debris NOTE: 

thinly interbedded / laminated silty sands and silty clays, with a sand-filled drying (?) fissure 
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Figure 9 Particle size chart for Branksome Sand Formation sample (Figure 8) NOTE: Dominance of coarse silt 

/ v. fine sand 
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